sections such as, “Related topics,” “Key readings,” and “Bibliography.” Four major sections organize the handbook: “Approaches to Professional Communication,” “Practice,” “Acquisition of Professional Competence,” and “View from the Professions,” which contains interviews with practitioners from the banking, law, accounting, and public relations fields. The handbook concludes with a handy index. All the chapters are jam-packed with useful references for further research.

Contributors to the handbook include both international scholars and practitioners. The information in the handbook is highly technical and may not be as accessible to the traditional undergraduate student; hence, the introduction notes that the audience for the handbook are “newly initiated professional communicators, teachers, and trainers, but also researchers in the field of professional communication” (xvi).

The Routledge Handbook of Language and Professional Communication differs from other works such as the Encyclopedia of Communication Theory (SAGE, 2009) in that it is not a browseable encyclopedia that provides quick overviews of communication theories and thus may not appeal to a general audience. Instead, this handbook is exceptionally specialized and will appeal to only those who are scholars or practitioners in the professional communication realm. Recommended for reference collections of academic libraries with graduate programs in professional communication or linguistics.—Colleen Lougen, Electronic Resources Librarian, SUNY New Paltz, New Paltz, New York


Sacred Texts Interpreted (STI) is a collection of religious texts from a variety of different religions. It begins with two brief chapters introducing this work and providing some general insight regarding how one should read sacred texts. The remaining thirteen chapters provide sacred texts from different religions: Baha’ism, Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Daoism, Hinduism, Islam, Jainism, Judaism, Mormonism, Shinto, Sikhism, and Zoroastrianism.

The purpose of this work is to provide a collection of sacred texts from differing religions in a single publication. Each section begins with a brief historical overview of a religion and the sacred texts that it uses. Each section assumes the reader knows very little about a specific religion and subsequently provides some basic background information on that religion.

The remainder of each chapter is sacred text, texts which serve a foundational role, from that religion. After each portion of text, STI provides commentary from the editor, Carl Olson. Olson is a professor of religious studies at Allegheny College in Meadville, Pennsylvania. The comments vary in length anywhere from a sentence or two to a half-page. They typically provide a summary of what the passage stated, with a handful of interpretive comments throughout.

While the work generally meets the purpose of providing a collection of sacred texts in one book, it would have limited uses in many libraries. Some may find the subject index helpful, particularly when perusing certain inquiries, such as, what the Mormon texts say about Jesus Christ. For this inquiry, the subject index points the reader to the various sacred texts in Mormonism that address this query. Unfortunately, however, this is the only index embedded into STI. Could it have included an index of the sacred texts which STI includes? Or, at least list the texts as part of the table of contents? This would have made it easier for a patron looking for the primary text of Sikhism’s Siddh Gosh 12 to know that STI includes it.

For a collection of historical texts, a timeline showing the chronological relationships between these differing religions, including the estimated times in which these various texts were written, would be incredibly beneficial. Unfortunately, STI does not include anything of this nature.

The final drawback of this work is the fact that many English translations of these primary religious texts are available online at no cost. As many academic libraries face stagnant or declining acquisition budgets, what would lure academic librarians to purchase this work for their institution? Unfortunately, the attractions are minimal.

While academic libraries may not find this work beneficial, it may be different for public and K12 school libraries. For a high school student coming to a K12 school library needing a quick bit of information on what Confucianism teaches, this may be a great asset to assisting that student. Likewise, public libraries may find it helpful for general queries relating to religious texts, particularly for patrons who are hesitant to use online sources.

Overall, STI provides access to religious texts with brief introductions and commentaries. Due to the lack of tools (i.e., multiple indexes, charts, etc.), the usefulness of STI is limited to basic inquiries, which may be more common in the context of K12 and public libraries than libraries at post-secondary institutions.—Garrett B. Trott, University Librarian, Corban University, Salem, Oregon


Walker is an associate professor of political science at Elmhurst College. This volume is part of a series titled “Across the Aisle.” The other titles cover Social Issues, Economic Issues and Foreign Policy Issues. The preface is written by Lindsey Cormack, an assistant professor of political science and director of the Diplomacy Lab at Stevens Institute of Technology. She goes on to state that members of Congress “do not dedicate the same amount of time and focus to each pressing environment issue.” (vii). Cormack
presents some tables that contain both topics covered by party e-newsletters and keywords that are used most by each party. The preface also gives an overview of each party’s platform pertaining to environmental issues in 2016. The introduction states that this volume “examines the proposal and positions of the two parties—both the profound disagreements and the areas of common ground between the two parties.” (xviii).

The volume starts with a table of contents and has an alphabetical list of entries. Each signed entry is several pages long and contains an extensive list of “Further Reading” resources. The entries are all structured the same and start with an “At a Glance” summary of the topic. There are bullet points to summarize each party’s positions and then an overview of the subject. Each party’s platform is then covered in-depth.

A sample of topics include “Climate Change,” “Grazing,” “Mining,” “National Parks,” “Solar Energy,” and “Wetlands.” Under “Grazing,” the reader learns that livestock grazing in the Western US has divided the Democrats and Republicans for years. Democrats are in favor of higher grazing fees and stricter regulations while Republicans see higher fees and stricter regulations as harming the competitiveness of ranchers and farmers. There is a separate section within “Grazing” that describes the standoff between the Bundy family and government agents in Nevada.

The end of the volume contains an extensive glossary, a short selective bibliography, an index, and biographical information about the contributors.

There is a series called “Taking Sides: Clashing Views” published by McGraw Hill that covers environmental issues in several different volumes. There is one devoted solely to environmental issues while some of the other broader titles (World Politics, Sustainability) touch on the environment. This title has a unique focus of covering both political parties and is recommended for all libraries. It presents both sides of an environmental issue in a neutral fashion and would be a very useful reference source for anyone interested in how their political leaders view the subject.—Stacey Marien, Acquisitions Librarian, American University, Washington, DC